Europe
New products recently introduced

F

ounded in 1969, in
the last years Petrol Raccord has
been subject to considerable investments to enhance the plant’s efficiency, in
terms of raw material stock,
advanced machinery, and
welding capabilities.
Around 150 tonnes of
sheets and plates in duplex, superduplex, 6Mo
and titanium are now

Petrol Raccord:
manufacturing
tailor-made solutions
“We make life easier for our customers.” Petrol Raccord, one of the two Raccortubi Group’s manufacturing units, has always put at the forefront the goal
expressed in the corporate vision statement.
SOK M-650 ED.4, with the
facility also having obtained the ASME III NCA3800 Quality System Certificate for nuclear applications. This, therefore, allows
for the production and supply of material for Class 1
nuclear piping systems.
Petrol Raccord’s production contributes to the supply of Raccortubi Group’s
extensive stock, both in
Italy and worldwide, in a
perfect combination of
manufacturing and stockholding activities ensuring
Personalised
production according
to customer’s drawings

available on site at Petrol
Raccord, meaning that fittings from thin to heavy
wall thicknesses can be
produced quickly and
cost-effectively.
Specifically, welded elbows in two halves, ranging in size from 10in and
above and manufactured
in stainless steels, duplex, nickel alloys and titanium, have been recently introduced with the aim
of further broadening Petrol Raccord’s offering. Along
with these newcomers,
the company is able to
provide special items
made to customers’ drawings, including flow and
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barred tees, “Y” pieces,
laterals, manifolds and
headers, while offering additional technical and manufacturing support for any
special request.
Given its long-standing
experience in the industry,
Petrol Raccord also supplies alloy steel butt weld
fittings for power plants
(P5, P9, P11, P22, P91
and P92) which have always been the company’s
core business.
While efficiency and personalization are at the
core of Petrol Raccord’s

Y piece fully machined

activity, quality cannot be
put aside.
The complete range of fittings is certified to NOR-

the most complete solution to any complex request from customers all
over the world.

